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A world of change
The choice when it comes to video content and how it is consumed is greater than ever before. Consumers are now presented with traditional scheduled 
linear TV, live and on-demand internet services, downloaded and recorded content, as well as physical media. The result of this multitude of choice and 
parallel proliferation of devices means users now watch a record high of 30 hours of TV and video every week, from di�erent networks and with di�erent 
technologies.

However, from an operator point of view, the recurrent challenge in audio and video compression is still to transmit only the strict necessities for 
delivering the experience that the audience is expecting: no less, no more. Many techniques have been developed to this end, pushing the boundaries of 
encoding and video processing. This includes creating new codecs (MPEG2, MPEG-4, H.265), enhancing rate control (statistical rate control, Constant Video 
Quality) and using new media formats (CMAF). 

MediaKind has been pioneering a number of these evolutions and leverages 20 years of continuous R&D investment in media and accumulated expertise 
in this field.

Superior Video Processing Products and 
Solutions
In this world of constant change, from consumer demands, to new 
technologies available, the MediaKind Linear Converged application  
comes to market with a set of innovative and advanced solutions.

Combining best-in-class products from our Linear Converged Headend 
applications provides flexibility and versatility, allowing use cases to be 
designed that best fit an organization’s instant and future requirements.

Its unique architecture leverages on innovative cloud native framework 
and uses latest advances in terms of so�ware development and 
infrastructure abstraction. 

MediaKind Linear Converged Headend Solution, 
performance driven and operationally simple, 
delivering the best quality of experience to consumers.
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It complies with open architectures, relying on standards and interfacing 
to established tools or environments from the Media and IT worlds. 

Heritage from our 20 years dedication to broadcast market is built-in 
reliability and stability of our platforms, supporting the 24/7 carrier grade 
operation media delivery requires.

As global operators require a diversity of operation modes, from single 
service all in one appliance to full distributed solutions, the Linear 
Converged Headend applications encompass dedicated products for 
optimization, o�-the-shelf server platforms or pay as you go cloud centric 
deployments, all powered by the same technology.
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Linear Converged Headend in Depth
Leveraging on multiple award winning products addressing di�erent 
markets, Linear Converged applications cover all network needs, Satellite, 
Terrestrial, Cable, Telco and OTT. 

Our Linear Converged Headend already encompasses the following 
functions and products

Live Encoding: MediaKind Encoding Live, AVP 4000
Multiplexing: MediaKind Stream Processing, MX8400
Packaging: MediaKind Packaging
Management: nCompass, MediaKind Controller
Optional NMS: Skyline DataMiner

The applications embrace CBR, VBR and ABR technologies, support 
multi-codec rollouts (MPEG2, H264, HEVC) and run on all ranges of 
infrastructures, from appliance to datacenters, private or public cloud. 

MediaKind’s Linear Headend applications are articulated around two 
rollout patterns

 •  MediaKind’s Classic solution of hardware products is a 
field-proven solution, broadcast centric, optimized, and benefits 
from years of R&D investment.

 •  MediaKind’s Evolution, so�ware-based, is a multi-network 
application suite based on Cloud Native framework and capable to 
run on di�erent architectures. It is architected around a global 
framework, transversal to all products, enabling a broadcast-grade 
operation of applicative components.

Both architectures may coexist in a Hybrid lineup, enabling access to the 
best of both worlds.

Linear Converged Headend Benefits
Linear Head End is all about easy operation, performance and reliability. 

 
Fundamental to company success is our constant investment in video 
compression algorithms, to deliver ultimate quality video for demanding 
customers. Linear Converged Headend makes use of best in class 
compression engine and dedicated optimizations for each transmission 
technology, such as hybrid UHD statistical multiplexing for satellite or 
Constant Video Quality for cable multiscreen.

A long-standing processing optimization activity enables us not only to 
deliver best value and density but also enables benefit of di�erent 
platforms with embedded acceleration, giving customers freedom and 
capacity to optimize their own choice of infrastructure. Support of all 
media delivery protocols enable instant support of new devices or 
capabilities, at the time they are released to market.

Central management, bridging together the IT and Broadcast worlds, is key 
to seamless and simple operations and results in measurable savings.
It enables composition of complex systems and operates them in a 
consistent and safe manner, while enabling a much faster pace of change, 
delvering the evolutionary DevOps approach as a complement to the 
traditional one.  A unique mass configuration tool performs quick and safe 
system wide changes on big scale updates, reducing operational errors 
and risks.

Finally, innovative licensing enables customers to pay only for what they 
use and adopt di�erent business models.

Why MediaKind
The Linear Converged Headend applications o�ered by MediaKind are used by organizations ranging in size from small to enterprise, and address even the 
most complicated operational modes. Standard solutions can also be tailored to fit each individual situation, resulting in the best solution for a given set of 
needs. MediaKind is focused on media in all its forms, and video is in our DNA. Look and you’ll see our industry heritage and deep in-house expertise – not 
just for encoding, but also management, contribution, distribution, and video delivery platforms. Our award-winning products and technologies continue 
to evolve to support the exciting changes in the industry. Fueled by constant innovation, we enable our customers to create and deliver immersive media 
experiences.


